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Standard connection:
Code 18

Connection 18 or 81

Central connection:
6.5

Ordering code: specify code MM
instead of 18. Flow left or right.
(LL or RR is also possible)

standard connection
variant

Top end connection:
L-16.4

PVDW
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Ordering code: specify 45 or 54
instead of 18. Provide an air vent on
the central heating tube.
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Panel Vertical Double Wall

Option
Extended wall fixings
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(only suitable for PVSW)

Side end connection:

Ordering code: specify 32, 67, 41
or 58 instead of 18. Code 32 or 67
not suitable for the perpendicular
to the wall model. (PVSS/PVDS)

Cross-over connection

Ceiling fixing
The ceiling fixing
is identical to the
feet. It has however a length of
50 cm which can
be adapted by the
contractor on site.

Side end fixing
PVSS PVDS
A
B

2
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Ordering code: specify 51 or 48
instead of 18.

One pipe connection:

Ordering code: specify code 22 (left)
or 77 (right) instead of 18.
Always use a horizontal diffusion tube (ø 10 to 12mm) of min.
length of 100mm and a reduction
washer. Also possible with code
MM and connection set 41 or 42.
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H-3

Code 9092.50
Only possible with PVSW in combination with connection to the
wall and with Deco-Pro valve.
Supplied free if the order code is
specified along with the
appliance code.
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Foot
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The spacing from the backside
of the collector and the wall is
3.5 cm instead of 1.5 cm.

Fixings
Standard
wall fixing

Code: 1° number = flow
2° number = return
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Other colours: see colour chart
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Panel Vertical Single Wall

Colours
Standard colours:
> white (233) RAL 9016 glossy
> white (201) RAL 9010 glossy
> sandblast grey metallic (001)

Connections
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The stylish Jaga Deco radiators
belong to a different class both
technically and aesthetically.
Its flexibility and range is the
answer to the creative ideas of the
designer combined with great space
saving possibilities. Deco radiators:
the convenient heating solution in
both renovation or in new build
construction.
The Deco-Panel is an elegant and
functional heating panel which may
be fitted in recesses, to the wall,
etc...
Also available in a horizontal version.

Dimensions
PVSW

H-3

Radiated heat in its
most decorative form!

standard connection
variant

Non standard connections without
surcharge

Configurations on size: see parts. Non
standard-fixings are welded to the
radiator and cannot be changed or
reordered afterwards.

